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for passenger car motor oils (PCMOs) in China. Alternative
channels are emerging that will reshape how PCMOs are sold

distancing becomes more prevalent. The report assesses the
current state of PCMO sales channels, how they will likely evolve,
and what PCMO distribution will look like in the future.
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RE PORT BE N EFITS
This report assists lubricant blenders, marketers, and other market participants identify
opportunities and challenges within the industry. It also serves as an invaluable tool in the

strategic planning process. Specifically, the report helps subscribers:
Develop channel strategies by
understanding the trends and
developments driving the
Chinese lubricants market

Remain updated on the trends
that might reshape how
lubricants are sold to consumers
and understand economic and
other market drivers

Design and develop products
and marketing strategies for
the emerging channels by
assessing unmet needs and
barriers to entry

M E THODOLOGY
Kline’s approach places principal emphasis on primary research techniques to ensure that the
foundation of business intelligence and insight is accurate, current, and reliable. Building on
our 60-plus years in the business and leveraging our worldwide network of offices, our teams
of seasoned professionals draw upon pragmatic industrial and commercial experience to

understand and interpret global impacts and local perspectives.
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KLI N E CRE DE NTIALS
Kline is a leading global management consulting and market research firm offering the

complete spectrum of services. The firm has served the management consulting and market
research needs of organizations in the chemicals, materials, energy, life sciences, and
consumer products industries for over 60 years.
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